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Now- a -days English language has 

its own prominence in framing the future 

of every student. The techniques and the 

pattern used by the teacher in the language 

classroom are quite different.  Teaching 

literary texts in the language classroom 

take major changes over the last two 

decades, especially in the contexts of 

second and foreign languages. Jawaharlal 

Nehru Technological University Kakinada 

prescribed a book named Life, Language 

and Culture to II B. Tech students. Paulo 

Coelho’s The Alchemist is the perfect book 

to cover all the aspects.  This paper 

analyses the extent and importance of 

English language teaching through 

literature. Different aspects cover under 

language teaching through literature are 

theme, setting, point of view, tone, 

foretelling, irony, cultural characteristics, 

self-discovery such as trust, priorities and 

identity,  focus on vocabulary, genre, 

diversity issues, project ideas etc. In this 

context, my main focus is on the primary 

source by the Brazilian author Paulo 

Coelho’s The Alchemist.  

 

Activity:  

At first, the students in the class are 

divided into various groups. Each group is 

allotted to work on one aspect. They work 

extensively on their topic and get ready to 

give the presentations. They cannot work 

on the whole lesson, but only a part of it. It 

Now- a -days English language has its own prominence in framing the future of every student. The techniques 

and the pattern used by the teacher in the language classroom are quite different.  Teaching literary texts in 

the language classroom take major changes over the last two decades, especially in the contexts of second 

and foreign languages. This paper analyzes the extent and importance of English language teaching through 

literature. Different aspects cover under language teaching through literature are theme, setting, point of 

view, tone, foreshadowing, irony, cultural characteristics, self-discovery such as trust, priorities and identity,  

focus on vocabulary, genre, diversity issues, project ideas etc. In this context, my main focus is on the primary 

source by the Brazilian author Paulo Coelho’s The Alchemist.  

The Alchemist is one of the books, which motivates students to peruse their Personal Legends. This is a 

magical fable so the student unconsciously shows interest on the book. Once he/she started listening to it 

he/she cannot turn his/her concentration from the book. The concept and analysis inspire them to 

comprehend their own personality. Unique way of leading the life will be learnt through the life of the 

protagonist in the novel, Santiago who doesn’t do different things but does things differently. Different 

activities framed on the book The Alchemist encourage students to know about their destiny. The Alchemist is 

the best work to be used as a tool to develop student’s communicative competence in English.  
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will not be a burden to them to work and 

present in the stipulated time. They give 

different type of presentations like chart, 

power point presentations, poster etc. No 

question of feeling bore while they are 

doing the activity. After the presentations, 

they again divide into groups to discuss the 

topic for the recap. The role of the teacher 

in allotting the topic and monitoring will 

be crucial in handling the class. Student 

centered classes are a little bit difficult 

even to the experienced teachers. 

 

Group I:  

A. Theme: 

i. Bildungsroman:  

Bildungsroman describes the story of an 

individual’s growth and development 

within the society. Quest for spirituality 

and meaningful existence in the society 

and the hero’s discontent and far away 

from the home and family are the parts of 

the theme. This type of novels ends with 

the self-discovery of an individual. A new 

genre is introduced to the student through 

Bildungsroman.  Paulo Coelho’s The 

Alchemist is about the journey of an 

Andalusian shepherd boy named Santiago 

to find the treasure which leads him to 

develop spirituality and mysticism in him. 

He experiences life with diverse cultures, 

people and their characters etc. will give 

exposure to the students to understand 

themselves. 

ii. Journey                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The boy starts a literal journey across 

many geographical lands in order to find 

the treasure.  The boy’s journey as well his 

destination, both of them are given equal 

importance in the book. Where the boy 

starts his journey, there he finds his 

treasure is a known fact to the reader 

without the explanation of the author. 

iii. Self-Discovery 

Santiago’s journey is like the journey of 

exploration of Ulysses. While reaching his 

goal of treasure ultimately, he experiences, 

spirituality and self-discovery. He shows 

his trust towards others and on he himself 

at the every step of his journey. 

iv. Charity 

Santiago is a trained priest. He learns a 

number of languages, but his destination is 

not to earn money and live a lavished life. 

His destiny makes him learn how to speak 

in a universal language, which denotes his 

charity.  His universal love and trusting 

people are the representations of the love 

of Jesus Christ. 

Group II:  

B. Setting:           

The complete setting in one place is 

not possible as the protagonist starts his 

journey from Spain to Egyptian pyramids. 

The protagonist Santiago’s journey brings 

the students an awareness to map out the 

places he has visited. Students get the 

opportunity to look into different cultures 

Santiago encounters in his journey.  

C. Foretelling: 

With the words of the old king, 

Santiago learns to read the omens and 

symbols which make him lead further to 

reach his goal. Students can understand 

and make a note of how many times 

Santiago concentrate on the elements of 

foretelling in the novel.  

D. Point of View  

This novel is written in a third person 

narration. Santiago is the protagonist of the 

novel, but it is told by an omniscient 

narrator who shows the explicit and 

implicit ways of Santiago. Some of the 
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statements made by the narrator impress 

the readers to know about the 

understanding of love, Personal Legend, 

symbols and religion which leads to divine 

aspects of his life. 

E. Tone:   

The tone is simple but, shrewd and 

spiritual.  The story in the novel is unique 

as externally it seems very simple, but at 

the same time in depth it is very complex.  

F. Irony:  

Irony in the novel is revealed at the end 

of the journey of Santiago. He comes to 

know that the actual treasure lies in his 

home land, which was said by his father 

while he was giving three gold coins to 

him to buy the sheep. 

Group III: 

Era of the hero: 

This novel is not specific to the 

particular age or period it is like the stories 

of Panchatantra which are fit for the 

society at any time. Any age student can 

relate the hero to themselves. No cultural 

diversity is observed in Santiago and 

themselves. Some of the questions are 

given to the students to know about 

themselves and what values they follow in 

the life. 

i. Faith-  

 How do you find your real friend? 

 Who are your mentors? 

 Whom do you not like? 

 Who are trustworthy people in your 

view? 

 

ii. Primacies- 

 What is the happiest moment in 

your life? 

 What is the most embarrassing 

moment in your life? 

 What is the important part of your 

life? 

 What type of priority is given to 

your parents, friends and others? 

 

iii. Individuality- 

 Who are you? 

 How are you different from your 

friends? 

 What is the opinion on you by 

others?  

 What shows your individuality and 

character? 

 

Group IV: 

Vocabulary 

Syntax like word order and grammar is 

very simple in the novel that’s why reader 

can comprehend the story in a simple way. 

Now and then, there are some challenging 

words encounter by the students while 

they are reading. They can work on the 

terminology relating to geography, 

religion, vocations etc. Tough words, for 

example, impetus, crook, levanter, 

sacristy, seminary etc. Students are asked 

to conduct quiz on the said aspects. Gap 

filling exercises will be given to get an 

idea on the different levels of the novel. 

 

Group V: 

Project Ideas: 

Students are encouraged to do projects on 

the novel. There are numerous topics like 

 

 

Magical Realism in the novel 
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 Gypsy women’s narration to his 

dream 

 Entire old king’s episode 

 The alchemist’s idea of changing 

into the wind 

 The Englishman’s idea of the 

alchemist 

 Finding treasure 

 Sudden appearance of the thieves 

 

Significance of Numerical symbols in 

particular  

Three- gold coins 

Seven-Biblical references 

Eleven- months period spent at the crystal 

merchant 

Motifs  

 Dreams 

 Omens 

 Destiny 

Characterization 

 Santiago 

 Melchizedek 

 The Englishman 

 Crystal merchant 

 Camel driver 

 The alchemist 

 Fatima 

Spiritual stories  

 Secret of the happiness by the 

wisest man 

 At the end the alchemist narrates 

about the story of the dreams.  

 

Conclusion 

This paper has examined a possible 

application of Paulo Coelho’s The 

Alchemist in the English as a second 

language classroom. Both concept and 

analysis wise it is an interesting prose 

piece as its strong motivational power 

cannot be denied. The Alchemist is 

traditionally, geographically and literary 

relevant, for which its use and study called 

on. With the help of activities, it has been 

seen that working on such a novel,  not 

only creative competence can be 

developed, but also lexical, syntactic and 

social- communicative competence. In this 

connection, students can get the 

opportunity to communicate effectively 

through exposure to literature. They can 

involve and understand in cultural 

conventions and real life values. Reading 

habits will be improved with the 

stimulation of the teacher. They can 

understand the teamwork/ group work and 

collaborative and interactive tasks. They 

assess the critical and creative use of 

language.    
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